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About me  

Hello! I am a writer and workshop facilitator from Bath, living in Bristol, and am an alumna of 

Combe Down Primary School and Ralph Allen School. I’m delighted to be returning to Combe 

Down for their Poetry Day on May 24th 2022. 

School visits can be a wonderful way for students – including aspiring writers – and teachers to 

meet and talk to a practising poet. For some, a visiting writer can alter their whole view on 

reading, writing, literature, self-expression, on life. My visits aim to be enjoyable, accessible, 

inspiring and creative for all those involved.  

My poetry won the Brian Dempsey Memorial Prize 2021, has been shortlisted in international 

competitions, such as the Bridport Prize and has been widely published in journals and 

magazines. I have been featured on BBC Radio Bristol and performed my work nationwide, 

including at Shambala Festival, Jewish Book Week and MIX international storytelling and 

technology conference. 

My education 

2020  Digital Copywriting certification from eMarketeers 
2017-2018  Bath Spa University, Creative Writing MA – Distinction  
2012-2015  University of Exeter, BA Hons English – First Class 
 

My experience 
 
Poet-in-Residence on Bristol Harbourside for Boat Poets 
Marketing and Communications / Copwriter for ASDAN education and Paper Nations 
Resident Scriptwriter and Voice Artist for immersive theatre company, Riptide 
 
I have extensive experience in facilitating workshops for creative writing novices to professional 
poets. I have delivered workshops to budding writers aged 8-11 with Grimm and Co. in 
Rotherham and to schools in Bath, such as Three Ways Special School and Roundhill Primary 
School both in person and online. I have facilitated creative expression and wire sculpting 
workshops with Pyramid of Arts in Leeds and poetry workshops with private reading groups in 
Bristol. 

https://www.sophiedumont.co.uk/


What people say about Sophie… 

 

“Sophie’s thoughts about contemporary poetry and how it’s constructed, 

and her reading of her own work, were real eye-openers, and will 

encourage us to broaden our scope and change the way we go about reading 

and understanding poetry. We enjoyed the workshop immensely.” 

o Michael Wadsworth – chair of private reading group, Clifton 

 

“Wrapping Horts Bristol in a warm cloud of linguistic magic, Sophie cast a 
wonder-spell on each mind and heart who heard her words. We enjoyed a 
truly special headline set with laughter, thought-provoking angles and a 
rare, raw honesty.” 

o Chris Beale – Founder and Host of Tonic Bristol poetry night 

 

 “Working with Sophie felt natural and easy. She was sensitive and 
compassionate to the work and my intentions. Her flexibility allowed me to 
ask for exactly what I needed, her guidance took me gently in the right 
direction. I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend her editing services.” 

o Cat Balaq – Psychotherapist, poet and arts educator 

 
 
Get in touch! 

I’d love to hear from you.  

I’m always open for the following services or simply for a cuppa and chat: 

• Poetry and storytelling workshops and commissions 

• Copywriting and social media management 

• Editing and proofreading (both creative and corporate copy) 

• Speech writing (commissions and consultancy)  

Drop me an email at sophiedumont@hotmail.co.uk or head to my website to find out more: 

sophiedumont.co.uk 
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